Push-to-Open Drawers
User Instructions

Please retain these instructions for future reference

The mechanism embedded in the drawer runners (which are mounted to each side of the drawer
box) enables the drawer to open or close when ‘pushed’. A closed drawer will be in a ‘locked’
position, and both sides must be ‘unlocked’ correctly to operate the drawer.
To operate Push-to-open drawers correctly ‘push’ gently on both sides of the drawer front. This
will ensure the mechanism is engaged on both drawer runners, and the drawer will open evenly.
(You can also properly engage both runners by pushing in the centre of the drawer).
WARNING: Pressing on one side only will cause only one drawer mechanism to engage, which will
result in one side of the drawer being ‘locked’ while the other is ‘unlocked’ and the drawer will sit
lopsided, or open unevenly. If this occurs, see over the page for instructions to ‘reset’
your drawer. Repeated misuse may damage the runners.

TO OPEN:

DO: Push both sides OR Centre

DON’T: Push one side only

DO: Push both sides OR Centre

DON’T: Push one side only

TO CLOSE:
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Push-to-Open Drawers
User Instructions

Please retain these instructions for future reference

If your drawer runners become misaligned – one runner locked, and one runner unlocked - you
will need to reset them. To reset your runners, ‘push’ the locked (closed) side to unlock this
runner. You should then be able to gently pull your drawer all the way open. Close your drawer by
pushing evenly on both sides of the drawer front, ensuring both sides ‘lock’ into the closed
position.
TO RESET:

Misaligned bottom drawer:
Ensure both sides are unlocked, open fully, then push
evenly on both sides to Reset

Drawer is Reset
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